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BREATH PEDI-LOUNGE

The Breath Pedi-Lounge is a multipurpose relaxation lounge that 
offers zero-gravity comfort. Locks into position for a soothing soak 
and complete pedicure, and transforms into a rocking lounge while 
polish dries. This innovative design is at home in any relaxation area. 
Also available in an outdoor version - relax by the pool while enjoying 
the lounge’s gentle rocking motion. Constructed with materials and 
finishes designed to withstand outdoor conditions, the outdoor 
option includes all the features of the standard Breath Pedi-Lounge.

OPTION: Solid one piece footrest allows zero 
gravity relaxation in the spa and at home!

#31030-XX

OPTIONS & ADD-ONS: Breath Outdoor Pedi-Lounge   31040
Mani-Table   41059-02
Mani-Table w/Quartz Stone Top    41059-04
Solid one-piece footrest   31030-TFB-XX

PEDICURE

BLACK

Lock for rocking motion can be engaged or disengaged from foot section. Second lock handle 
accessible while sitting in lounger.

STANDARD VINYL COLORS:STANDARD BASE COLOR:

CAMEL

(Custom colors available)(Custom finishes available)

OUTDOORWENGE   
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TOP:
Top design

Materials
Foam
Top size

BASE & FRAME:
Materials
Finish
Capacity
Locks
Pedicure bowl access

GUARANTEES:
Structure
Fabric & foam

WEIGHTS:
Lounge weight
Shipping weight - boxed
Shipping dimensions

Unique, non-motorized, rocking design gently moves and soothes
Ergonomically shaped to help release stress
Adjustable head pillow, two adjustable foot rests and dual leg cushions are 
included
Split cushions remove to reveal opening for pedicure-bowl access
Fabric safety strap prevents over-rocking
Sturdy PVC in Camel or Black, water resistant
1-1/2” foam beneath PVC cover
28” x 66”
 

Solid rubberwood
Wenge finish
Static weight capacity 450 lbs. Suitable for persons up to 6’ 4” in height
Adjustable locking mechanism holds Lounge in any position
Easy pedicure-bowl access by removing either (or both) foot pads
Accommodates up to 18.5” square or 20” round bowl (not included)
 
1 yr. on frame/structure
2 yrs. on materials
 

100 lbs.
165 lbs.
83” x 39” x 37”

MOTORS & CONTROLS


